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Abstract. The current path towards the reduction of fossil-based energy carri-
ers in District Heating systems involves an increasing use of renewable energy
sources. In this perspective, the use of efficient thermal energy storage (TES)
systems represents an important solution to allow a wider diversification and inte-
gration of renewable energy sources, which would otherwise be strongly limited.
The use of large-scale buried TES (in particular pit TES) requires however a proper
design, which takes into account both the TES operation characteristics and the
envelope material properties. In particular, the TES envelope design requires a
detailed study, considering its role in preserving the stored energy and the quality
of surrounding groundwater. This study will focus on the thermal performance
of the TES cover, being the most challenging envelope element. In order to gain
detailed information regarding the behaviour of the insulation material in this spe-
cific application, it is necessary to investigate the effective materials properties in
non-ideal conditions (i.e. moist conditions and high temperatures). The case study
of foam glass gravel (FGG), an insulation material widely used in ground applica-
tions, is thereby presented to provide an exemplary overview of the challenges that
can present in real operation conditions, such as the presence of residual moisture
content from the construction phase and the development of convective heat (and
mass) transfer. The analysis is supported by numerical simulations and experi-
mental tests in order to investigate the influence of boundary conditions (i.e. heat
flux direction, operation temperature, moisture content) and material configura-
tion (i.e. compaction degree, thickness) on the effective insulation performance.
Aim of the study is the definition of indications concerning the application of
porous insulation materials in TES envelope, considering the challenges and the
possible solutions.
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1 Introduction

Energy storage systems are a key element in the future energy system based on volatile
and fluctuating renewable energy sources [1]. The increasing prices of fossil-based
sources is pushing for a better exploit of the large amount of available renewable energy
sources, thus requiring the development of efficient storage systems considering their
fluctuating behaviour. Thermal energy storage (TES) systems are currently the most
cost-effective solution in large-scale systems, such as district heating (DH) networks,
thanks to the experience gained in the past decades (the first pilot solar DH plant with
large-scale storage in Sweden dates back to 1979 [2]) and developments in recent years
in Denmark, Germany and northern Europe, while integrations of TES in other countries
such as Austria and China are currently under study [3].

The recently built TES systems in Denmark, in particular, represent the basis for the
further improvement of this technology. Having now at least a decade of operation on
their side, they are an important source of monitoring data, which can provide useful
information about theTESperformance in terms of achievement of the design targets (i.e.
solar fraction), thermal stratification and eventually constructionmaterials’ problems [4].

Marstal TES andDronninglund TES are two of themost important systems currently
in use. The first, which went into operation in June 2012, shows a poorer performance
with respect to the latter, in operation since March 2014. Despite the differences in
construction (i.e. volume, lid liner and diffuser) and operation (Marstal has a seasonal
operation, while Dronninglund has a combined seasonal and short-term operation), the
seasonal efficiency was found to be a suitable indicator to compare their performance.
In particular, Dronninglund TES had a 92% energy efficiency (average 2014–2019),
while Marstal TES a 63% (average 2014–2017) [5]. The reason for this discrepancy was
mainly due to the high thermal losses from the cover of Marstal, whose lid insulation
showed a rapid degradation and was for this reason replaced in 2018.

The importance of the role played by large-scale TES systems is underlined by
the high investments in this direction and by the number of projects that pursued the
definition of optimal guidelines for their construction. In Austria the gigaTES project [6]
worked to open the path for integrating large-scale buried TES systems in the Austrian
context, considering the local DH features and land characteristics.

While the integration of the TES in the energy systems can be effectively planned
with a proper energymanagement strategy, the construction and optimization of the TES
itself remains a critical point. The influence of high temperature differences andmoisture
penetration on the performance and degradation of TES construction materials cannot
be neglected in the planning phase. Construction guidelines able to address the local soil
characteristics and TES design are therefore necessary to facilitate the planning process.

2 TES Envelope Requiremnets

2.1 Construction Challenges

One of the main challenges for the integration of large-scale TES in the energy systems
is the effective design of the envelope, being it one of the main cost items and having a
key impact on the component efficiency.
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Currently, the main challenges faced in existing TES systems are:
-High construction costs. The current specific construction costs are around 30e/m3

for ‘Danish pit’ large scale TES [7]. However, when considering the necessity to access
the cover surface (i.e. with a trafficable cover) these costs significantly increase. The
construction of a tank TES, although more efficient to reduce the land use thanks to the
more compact shape and higher depth, requires the application of special geotechnical
works such as diaphragm walls, retaining anchors and protective groundwater measures
[6]. The installation of lateral thermal insulation, required in presence of groundwater,
is another important cost item, which adds up to ca. 300 e/m3

ins. The development of
cost-effective insulation solutions [8] is therefore a key element to reduce the investment
costs.

-Liner durability. The selection of the liner material depends on the applied range of
temperatures: polymer liners are applicable to low temperature systems, but, because of
their fast degradation in contact with high temperatures, stainless steel (VA) liners are
recommended in high temperature systems [9]. Among polymer liners, polypropylene
(PP) and polyethylene (PE) are the most commonly used in the excavated pit TES
(Marstal, Dronninglund, Chemnitz, Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen), while stainless steel
liners are mainly used for tank TES (Rottweil, Friedrichshafen, Munich) [10]. The high
cost difference between the two (50 e/m3 for polymer liner against 150–300 e/m3

for the VA liner [11]) make the first more competitive, provided that they are able
to maintain a long-term stability against thermo-oxidation for at least 15–20 years of
TES operation. When considering the most suitable material, its water vapor resistance
should be considered, since water infiltrations in the envelope from the TES or from the
surroundings (rainfall, groundwater) are not desirable, leading to a faster degradation of
the insulation and of the liner itself.

-Envelope performance. As in the exemplary case ofMarstal, a poor envelope quality
led to a poor performance of the TES and accordingly of the DH network (low solar
fraction) and required high maintenance effort, considering both the installation of the
new lid and the lost operational period [10]. The cover represents a critical element in the
TES as it is the envelope element with the highest specific thermal losses being exposed
to the external air and different atmospheric conditions. These points make it neces-
sary to use a material that combines high thermal performance, slow degradation and
high-water vapor diffusion. In general, the presence of moisture in insulation materials
negatively affects their performance as proven by several studies on building insulation
materials and specific TES insulation materials [10]. A residual moisture content from
the construction phase (e.g. from rainfall) should be avoided or removed.

-Stratification decay. The high thermal losses from the TES walls and cover lead to
a fast decay of the natural thermal stratification, which is an important indicator of the
TES performance [12]. However, the maintenance of this stratification is critical also
during the mixing induced during charging and discharging phases. The optimal TES
design (i.e. aspect ratio [13]) and location of the diffusers must minimize the temperature
exchange within the TES height.

Altogether, these challenges contribute in preventing the reach of the design targets
(i.e. efficiency, solar factor) and increase the return on investment period and the levelized
cost of stored heat (LCOS) [13].
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2.2 Degradation of TES Envelope Insulation

High temperature differences between the storage water and the outside ambient con-
ditions result in high thermal losses, that affect both the TES performance and quality
of the local ground conditions [14]. In tank TES systems, the sidewalls insulation might
be therefore often necessary to comply with the local regulations, but its installation
requires the use of scaffoldings. Instead, in many existing buried TES systems, the cover
is the only insulated envelope element [12], since it is in contact with the upper hot water
layers (at almost 90 °C in a high temperature storage) and the external air (which can
reach temperatures well below 0 °C in winter in Austria).

Granular bulk insulation is a suitable material that can be applied as TES insu-
lation, thanks to the ease of installation (the grains can be poured and adjusted to
any geometrical irregularity). Foam Glass Gravel (FGG) is an interesting candidate,
already widely employed in existing TES systems (e.g. Munich -Ackermannbogen,
Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen [15]). Other suitable materials are perlite, expanded clay
(EC) and expanded glass granules (ECG) [10]. As pointed out in [10], however, when
comparing the design or simulation performance of existing TES with actual measure-
ment data once in operation, the actual thermal losses are 30% to 50% higher. In the
absence of failures or changes of the operating conditions, the main reason for this dis-
crepancy is the over-optimistic thermal conductivity assumed during the design phase.
The high temperatures involved, the insulation thickness and the presence of moisture
are the main contributors to the poor insulation performance.

The use of a highly porous bulk is detrimental from the point of view of the insulation
performance in presence of an upwards heat flux (as in the TES cover), since it could lead
to the formation of natural convective transfer (that naturally establishes thanks to the
air density gradient), that represents a non-negligible part of the total heat flux. Bianchi
Janetti et al. [16] showed that, for upward heat flux and temperature differences higher
than 10 K, the thermal conductivity of uncompacted bulk materials drastically deviates
from the nominal values because of this convective component. In order to reduce this
phenomenon, the material compaction is commonly used to reduce the bulk porosity
and block the convective heat transfer. However, there is a lack of literature providing an
analysis of the impact of large temperature differences in compacted porousmedia,which
is the case of the TES cover. Moreover, a high compaction degree requires the use of a
larger amount of material as well as time-consuming installation procedures. Therefore,
the actual application in real TES systems requires a detailed analysis of the involved
mechanisms. Additionally, increasing moisture content contributes in increasing the
effective thermal conductivity of the material, since the moisture transport contributes
in enhancing the heat transfer.

Overall, the sources of degradation of a buried TES envelope are mainly linked to
moisture penetration and convection. Moisture penetration represents an important issue
in the performance of the TES cover and can occur in the following ways:

1. Failure during construction (i.e. liner welding).
2. Diffusion from storage water through the liner or through leakages.
3. Moisture penetration from snow and rain linked to a poor component design, which

does not allow the water run-off.
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Fig. 1. Example of cover insulation solution with permeable liner (a), with ventilation pipes (b)
and with forced convection (c).

4. Construction moisture, associated to the construction phase. As the size of the system
forces operators to build on-site, the ambient weather conditions can affect the out-
come. Unfavourable weather during the transport and installation of material leads
to moist insulation.

5. Air bubbles in case of floating insulation cause an uneven surface in contact with the
water.

Construction moisture does not depend on the design quality or the skills of the
installators and can often be unavoidable on the construction side. It is however possible
to implement solutions to get rid of both construction moisture and of the eventual
moisture that diffuses through the liner in contact with the high temperature water. For
what concerns the TES cover, the followingmechanisms to avoidmoisture accumulation
can be used:

– diffusion: using a permeable upper liner (water tight to avoid rainfall water penetra-
tion, Fig. 1a) or ventilation pipes installed in the insulation layer (see Fig. 1b), thus
relying on the diffusion of the water vapour.

– (forced) ventilation through the insulation layer: where convection is the main
mechanism for heat and mass transfer (see Fig. 1c).

For what concerns the measures to avoid moisture accumulation in the cover, the
solution of the ventilation pipes is presented in the following sections, since convection
is generally not desirable in an insulation layer as it would enhance the heat transfer and
thus the thermal losses.

3 Aim of the Work

The development of reliable and cost-effective insulation solutions is a key aspect to
reduce the LCOS of a TES and to make this technology competitive in the energy
transition. It is noteworthy tomention that there is no direct experience on the installation
of sidewalls insulation in buried TES; its application in case of deep tank TES systems
is however recommended in presence of groundwater [14]. Whereas in existing buried
TES systems, cover thermal insulation is a key element; it is therefore going to be the
focus of this work, being the element where the performance improvement margins are
higher.
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This work investigates the two sources of insulation degradation (moisture and con-
vection) and the solutions applicable to reduce their impact on the cover insulation. The
analysis is conducted with the help of numerical simulations, in order to investigate the
influence of construction moisture in the cover on the total heat transfer and the pos-
sible solutions to remove it. Then, the influence of convection is investigated with an
experimental set-up to examine its impact on the heat and moisture transfer in a porous
insulation layer.

4 Heat and Moisture Transport in Porous Media

In solid materials, heat transfer is related to the conductive transfer, driven by the
temperature difference, and by the latent heat of the evaporating water (Eq. (1)).
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The moisture transport is driven by concentration gradients, as from Eq. (2). It is
assumed that no capillary water transport occurs through the material.
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In presence of porosity, however, both heat and moisture transport are enhanced by
the air and moisture fluxes driven by the fluid density gradients, that establish a free (or
natural) convective heat flux within the bulk. Therefore Eq. (1) and (2) become Eq. (3)
and (4), respectively.
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A third additional momentum equation would be therefore necessary to study the
velocity field and the associated heat and mass fluxes. In order to simplify the problem,
in the heat transfer equation the convective contribution can be included in the conduc-
tive term. This combined effect of conduction and convection is expressed through the
Nusselt number (Nu), the ratio of convection to pure conduction [17]:

h = Nuλ

�x
(5)

Equation (3) can therefore be expressed using an effective thermal conductivity value
(λ•Nu), which considers the combined effect of conductive and convective heat transfer
[18]. The investigation of the role played by natural convection in this application is
important to evaluate the actual performance of the material. If the Nusselt number
approaches the unity, convection has a negligible influence on the total heat transfer, and
thermal conduction is the most relevant heat transfer mechanism.
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For what concerns the moisture transport (Eq. (4)), a similar approach can be used.
The contribution of the buoyancy forces on the concentration gradients can be expressed
in the diffusive term of Eq. (4), using an effective water vapor resistance factor (μeff ),
defined as a function of the Sherwood number (Eq. (7)) [17].

μeff = μ

Sh
(6)

Sh = hmL

DAV
(7)

Both Nusselt and Sherwood numbers can be derived as a function of the Rayleigh
number,which gives an indication of the strength of the fluid flowandwhich in theDarcy-
modified form can be applied to porous materials [18]. The Darcy-modified Rayleigh
number depends on the temperature difference, the specimen thickness, permeability
and thermal conductivity and the fluid characteristics [19, 20].

With the mentioned simplifications, the momentum equation is not anymore needed
and the numerical simulations can be carried outwith a significantly lower computational
effort using Eq. (8) and (9).
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5 Numerical Model of TES Cover

Afinite-elementmodel of one section of the cover is created using the softwareCOMSOL
Multiphysics and used to run a series of parametric studies to investigate the impact of
two parameters: one geometrical-related (i.e. the ventilation pipes distance, see Fig. 1b)
and one material-related (the moisture diffusion resistance factor μ). Since the goal is
to study the optimal design of the ventilation pipes in a well performing insulation,
the convection within the porous insulation is neglected and therefore the water vapor
resistance factor is assumed to be always larger than 1, while the Nusselt number could
be assumed equal to 1 (see Eq. (8) and (9)). Figure 1b presents a sketch of the design
with the implemented boundary conditions, while Table 1 lists the relevant parameters
used in the simulation.

Table 1. Insulation material properties used in the simulation [10].

Insulation material (i.e. FGG)

Thermal conductivity, λ 0.1 [W/(m•K)]
density, ρ 180 [kg/m3]

heat capacity, cp 1000 [J/(kg•K)]
Free saturation water content, ufs 300 [kg/m3]
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Fig. 2. TES cover insulation water storage function (WSF).

Since no data were available for the FGG moisture retention curve, the shape of the
desorption curves available in literature [21] was used and scaled to the free saturation
water content of the FGG [10]. The resulting water storage function (WSF) used to run
the simulation is presented in Fig. 2.

In order to gain a comprehensive overview of the role of ventilation pipes, their dis-
tance (d) was varied between 0.2 and 0.6 m (see Fig. 1b) with a water vapor resistance
factor μ ranging between 1 and 10. The cover is in contact with the TES upper water
layers at 60 °C and with the ambient air at 10 °C. The initial relative humidity inside
the insulation is 90% (corresponding to an initial water mass of 25.6 kg/m3), while the
surrounding ambient humidity is 10%. Both upper and bottom liners are assumed imper-
meable; therefore the remaining construction moisture can only be removed through the
ventilation pipe. A simulation period of 30 days is considered.

6 Experimental Set-Up

In order to answer the questions concerning the actual FGG performance in presence
of construction moisture in the TES cover, a mock-up is set up in the climate chamber
of the Unit of Energy Efficient Building of the University of Innsbruck. The mock-up
consists of a (1x1x0.5) m open steel case filled with loose FGG. In order to simulate the
operation conditions that can be encountered in a TES cover, a heating plate is placed
under the lower side of the case to ensure a constant set point temperature. The lateral
surface of the steel case is insulated to simulate adiabatic conditions.

Aim of the test is the evaluation of the impact of convection on the total heat transfer
in presence of high temperature differences and the definition of the time required for
the complete evaporation of the water to achieve a condition of dry substrate. In order
to measure the gradual weight loss caused by the water evaporation, each container is
placed on a balance (with a readability of 5 g). A parallel measurement of the thermal
conductivity of the FGG is conducted; at this purpose, a guarded hot plate is installed,
in order to prevent downward heat loss from the heat source and to attain unidirectional
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Fig. 3. (a) Schematic side view of TES covermock up (measures in [cm]) and (b) actually realized
mock up.

Table 2. Characteristics of the investigated FGG samples.

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4

% compaction 0 (uncompacted) 10% 20% 30%

ρ / [kg/m3] 140 160 180 190

ψ porosity 0.32 0.28 0.24 0.2

Fig. 4. The desired compaction degreewas achieved in three compression steps, in order to ensure
an homogenous compaction. The photos show the last step (a) before and (b) after the compaction
(Sample 4).

upwards heat flow. Additionally, six temperature sensors (PT100) per each container
are installed with the distribution presented in Fig. 3a: three sensors are installed in the
central part of the FGG domain and 3 near the container’s border. Two additional sensors
are placed on the heating plates in order to monitor the imposed boundary conditions.

Four mock-ups, whose characteristics are presented in Table 2, are realised to gain
a detailed overview of the behaviour of FGG under different compaction degrees. The
desired degree of compaction (in samples 2, 3 and 4) is obtained with three compaction
steps in order to achieve a homogeneous domain (see Fig. 4).
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6.1 Methodology

The first part of the test consisted in the evaluation of the effective thermal conductivity of
the material in dry conditions. The hot plate temperature is set to 60 °C while the climate
chamber is kept at a constant temperature of 20 °C. A reference test using rockwool
(RW) is used to calibrate the tests in dry conditions. A 2D numerical model of the set-up
is realised using a finite element-modelling tool (COMSOL Multiphysics).

The second part of the test consists in the addition of a predefined amount of water
to each container with FGG and the measurement of the time required for its complete
evaporation with the pre-defined hot plate set point temperature. In contrast to the pre-
vious test in dry conditions, where a steady state behaviour could be observed after a
pre-heating phase, the gradually evaporating water leads to transient conditions.

Considering the reference provided by the measurements and using the Nusselt
values defined from the dry tests, it is possible to evaluate the effective water vapour
diffusion resistance factor for the FGG with different compaction.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Resulting cumulative water loss for the analysed cases. (a) d = 0.2 m. (b) d = 0.6 m.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Temperature distribution inside the insulation at the end of the 30 days for the case with
μ = 1. (a) d = 0.2 m. (b) d = 0.6 m.

6.2 Results and Discussion

6.2.1 TES Cover Numerical Model

The resulting drying curves are presented in Fig. 5. The high temperature of the cover
close to the TES water contributes in gradually removing the local moisture (see Fig. 6).
It is possible to see that the use of closer pipes allows amore rapid removal of the trapped
moisture, but the insulation material properties and installation have a deep impact in
terms of water vapor resistance (see Fig. 7).

Therefore, a highly permeable bulk insulation (i.e. with low μ) is desirable since it
allows a faster removal of the eventually presentmoisture, thus facilitating the installation
works and ensuring a higher insulation performance.

6.2.2 Experimental Set-Up: Dry Conditions

From the tests in dry conditions it has beenpossible to define theNusselt number (Eq. (5)),
that quantifies the influence of natural convection in that configuration. A first round of
test and simulations is run for the reference case (with RW) to consider the impact of
the set-up (i.e. lateral losses and influence of stainless steel). The RW declared nominal
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Relative humidity inside the insulation at the end of the 30 days for the case with μ = 1.
(a) d = 0.2 m. (b) d = 0.6 m.

Fig. 8. Measured and simulated vertical temperature profiles in the RW during the reference
measurement (hot plate at 60 °C). (a) Central sensors. (b) Side sensors

thermal conductivity at 60 °C is 0.05 W/(m•K) according to the producer’s datasheet;
the high declared equivalent air layer thickness (>200 m) supports the assumption that
the development of convective heat flux can be negligible. However, in the experimental
set up a thermal conductivity value of 0.06 W/(m•K) is reached, which is justified by
the specimen thickness (50 cm) and the high temperature difference (40 K), that deviate
from the nominal boundary conditions of the datasheet. The comparison of the simulated
and measured temperatures is presented in Fig. 8 (the small discrepancy is linked to the
error of the sensors and to their eventual position shifts during the installation).

For the FGG evaluation, the comparison between the simulated and measured tem-
perature values for different Nusselt numbers is presented in Fig. 9. In sample 1 (uncom-
pacted FGG) the high instability of the temperature measured by the sensors in the bulk
suggests that the developed natural convection does not allow to reach a steady state,
therefore the time average temperature values are used (Fig. 9a) [22]. When looking at
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the simulated and measured temperatures in the central section during
the test with hot plate temperature of 60 °C. (a) Sample 1: uncompacted FGG (b) Sample 4:
comp. 30%.

the compacted FGG (Fig. 9b), it is possible to observe that increasing the compaction
degree (i.e. higher densities) a more stable temperature profile is reached, and the Nus-
selt number drops, meaning that the convective transfer is reduced. Yet, the influence of
convection remains significant, since the final thermal conductivity for a compaction of
30% (ρ = 190 kg/m3) is still higher than the nominal value (Nu = 1).

As can be inferred fromFig. 9, the averageNusselt number that can be estimated from
the analysis is ca. 4 for the uncompacted FGGand ca. 2 for the 30%compacted FGG.Yet,
it is important to mention that this value is strongly dependent on the local temperature
and local compaction degree (that could be inhomogeneous along the volume of the
specimen), as well as on the bulk layer thickness. Compared to the reference case with
the RW, where the convection is minimized, a significant temperature drop is observed
proceeding towards the side of the container. This is related to the presence of the buoyant
plume, which results in the upward flow of the high temperature air in the central part
of the specimen and in the downward flow of the colder ambient air along the borders
[22].

6.2.3 Experimental Set-Up: Presence of Moisture

With the Nusselt values derived in the dry test, it is then possible to estimate the effective
vapor diffusion resistance factor (μeff) in presence of moisture. The hot plates tempera-
ture are set to 60 °C and, after the four samples reached steady-state conditions, a total
amount of 10 l of water is sprayed on each container.

Figure 10 shows the resulting cumulative curves of the evaporated water from the
four samples. It is possible to observe that the containers with higher FGG compression
degree required longer time for a complete dry out. The reason can be found in their lower
porous fraction, which does not only reduce the convective heat transfer, as previously
observed in dry conditions in Fig. 9, but also the convective moisture transport (see
Eq. (4)).
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Fig. 10. Cumulative curve of the evaporated water amount. (a) hot plate temperature 60 °C, 10 l
of water.

From the numerical simulations it is then possible to define the values of μeff, for
the given FGG configurations. Equation (8) and (9) are implemented in COMSOLMul-
tiphysics using the “Heat Transfer” and “Moisture Transport in Building Materials”
modules with the imposed boundary conditions (ambient temperature and input power)
and the given initial water content.

The curves resulting from the simulations are then compared to the measured values.
Thus, Fig. 11 shows the comparison between the measured (black dashed lines) and
simulated values (continuous lines) for samples 1 (uncompacted FGG) and 4 (30%
comp. FGG). The curve with μeff = 1 is introduced since it represents the water vapor
resistance produced by an air layer, and can be used as reference value. It is possible to
see that the loose material (Fig. 11a) exhibits the lowest value of water vapor resistance
(μeff = 0.1 to 0.2), while the compacted one (Fig. 11b) shows slightly higher values
(μeff in the range of 0.3). Values of effective water vapor resistance lower than 1 are
attributable to the convective component, which is included in μeff, and determines the
enhanced transport mechanism with respect to a condition where (μeff = 1), meaning
that the drying of the material is primarily driven by convection than diffusion [19].

7 Conclusions and Outlook

In the present study the main parameters affecting the TES cover performance were
investigated under the operation conditions of a TES. Convection and moisture pene-
tration were in this perspective studied as the main source of insulation degradation in
bulk materials.

From the numerical simulations, the installation of ventilation pipes to remove even-
tually trapped moisture appears to be an effective solution, given the appropriate knowl-
edge of the material properties (i.e. water vapor resistance factor). However, in presence
of such high temperatures and bulk thicknesses, convection is not a negligible factor.

The compaction of FGG plays an important role in its final insulation performance.
From the conducted tests in dry conditions it is possible to see that compaction contributes
on the blocking of convective heat transfer, resulting in lowers value of effective thermal
conductivity. Yet, considering the case of upward heat flux (as in a TES cover) and
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Fig. 11. Comparison between measured and simulated cumulative curves of evaporated water.
(a) loose FGG (sample 1), (b) 30% comp. FGG (sample 4).

the high temperature differences involved, the final measured insulation performance of
ca. 0.2 W/(m•K) may not be acceptable, considering that the nominal value of FGG is
0.1 W/(m•K).

When considering the presence ofmoisture, it is possible to see that themass transport
related to convection is much more relevant than the one related to diffusion, since
the resulting effective water vapor resistance factors are lower than 1 (see Fig. 11).
The presence of convection contributes to a faster removal of the eventually present
construction moisture, thanks also to the high temperature gradient within the insulating
bulk. While the corresponding measures that can be taken to tackle these problems
appear to be conflicting, the study showed that an appropriate knowledge of the material
properties is one of the keys for a well performing TES cover.
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This study serves as a basis for investigating possible solutions to be implemented
to further reduce the convection, still enabling the removal of moisture. In the inves-
tigated case, bulk compaction improves the insulation performance with respect to the
uncompacted case, but it may not be sufficient to block convection, given the large bulk
thickness and high temperature differences. Moreover, a high compaction degree would
require a larger amount of material and a further increase of the installation works. Con-
vection brakes can effectively reduce the buoyant plume and the consequent velocity
field that drives convection, but must be designed and installed to allow the eventual
water vapor transfer in case of residual construction moisture. Moreover, the vertical
interval between the brakes must be carefully designed according to the velocity field
that develops within the bulk, which depends on the material itself. The minimisation
of porosity and thus of convection can also be achieved using insulation materials with
wider granulometric range or by mixing materials with different granules sizes.

It is important to remark that removing construction moisture and minimising con-
vection alone will not solve the problem of the poor insulation performance, if moisture
diffusion will occur from the TES through the liner.

Given the knowledge available from the material tests, it is now important to develop
proper design solutions for the TES envelope component. In particular, it is important to
remark that the appropriate selection of the insulation material and its properties cannot
disregard location and role of the specific component in order to achieve the design
insulation performance.

The implementation of simulation tools to support design of robust TES cover is a
valid help but it must be based on reliable insulation material properties, i.e. the actual
performance of the material under real TES conditions.
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Nomenclature.

Symbol Description

Latin Symbols

cp specific heat capacity / [J/(kg•K)]
Dav vapour diffusivity in air/ [m2/s]

h heat transfer coefficient / [W/(m2•K)]
hm convection mass transfer coefficient / [m/s]

L length / [m]

Lv latent heat / [J/kg]

M mass / [kg]

(continued)
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(continued)

Symbol Description

p pressure / [Pa]

R gas constant / [J/(kg•K)]
T temperature / [K]

t time / [s]

u velocity / [m/s]

w specific water content / [kg/m3]

x horizontal coordinate / [m]

z vertical coordinate / [m]

ϑ temperature / [°C]

λ thermal conductivity / [W/(m•K)]
μ water vapour diffusion resistance factor / [-]

ρ density / [kg/m3]

ϕ relative humidity / [-]

Subscripts

a air

eff effective

ins insulation

m mass

sat saturation

V vapour
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